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Abstract 

New developments in the relativistic description of finite nuclei are dis
cussed. Applications for the calculation of ground state properties far bom 
the line of beta-stability are presented. Time-dependent relativistic mean field 
theory is used to study the dynamics of a nulcei after a relativistic OoulomD 
excitations as a function of the beam velocity. With increasing velocity we 
observe first the excitation of giant dipole vibrations, which become more and 
more anharmonic, and finally a full Coulomb dissociation of the system.' 

I Introduction 
Most of the theories treating the nuclear many-body problem are based on non-
relativistic quantum mechanics. The starting point is usually a Hamiltonian con
taining only proton and neutron degrees of freedom and interacting through a non-
rclativisitr potential. Sophisticated techniques have been developed to solve the 
resulting many-body system in various approximations (see for instance Ref. [1]). 
II is understood that this interaction has its origin in the exchange of mesons between 
the bare urn Icons. Starling on a more fundamental level, one therefore introduces 
a relativistic- Lagrangian describing point-like nucleons interacting with different 
types of mesons. In a first step the mesonic degrees are eliminated and a non-
relativist ir interact ion between the bare nudeon? is derived. Using these interaction 
for the calculation of iiucleon-niicleou scattering properties anil comparing them 
with the corresponding experimental data, one is able to adjust the parameters of 
I lie underlying Lagrangian. The bare nuclcon-uuclcon interaction derived in this 
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way is strongly repulsive at short distances and can neither be treated by perturba
tion theory, nor by the mean field approximation. One first has to derive an effective 
interaction (G-matrix) in the nuclear medium by a Bruckner type calculation. 

Since this procedure is very complicated and not very successful without further 
refinements, one usually avoids this step and starts directly from a phenomenological 
density dependent interaction for Hartree-Fock calculations, whose parameters are 
fitted to experimental data of nuclear matter and of finite nuclei. Skyrme forces[2] 
or Gogtiy forces[3] are examples for such a concept, which have been used in the 
past with great success for microscopic investigations of nuclear structure. 

Л completely different concept has been proposed already in the fifties by Schiff 
•1] and by Teller et al. [5]. It then has been forgotten for nearly twenty years and has 
icen introduced again by Walecka and his group in the seventies[6, 7] and has since , 
then gained more and mere interest also for the description of tow-energy properties 
of nuclei. This method auo starts from a relativistic Lagrangian containing mesonic 
and nucleonic degrees of freedom. However, now the mesonic degrees of freedom are 
not eliminated and relativity is considered seriously. The theory is therefore from 
the beginning a relalivistic quantum field theory. Because of the strong coupling 
constants it cannot be treated in perturbation theory. Mean field theory, however, 
turns out to be a very reasonable approximation, at least for a phenomenological 
description, where the parameters of the underlying meson-nucleon Lagrangian are 
not adjusted to scattering data, but directly to data of the many-body system of 
nuclear matter and of finite nuclei. 

Of course such a procedure is only a phenomenological model, in spirit very 
similar to the density dependent HF-models (DDHF) of Skyrme or Gogny. Since 
the parameters are adjusted for mean field applications, nucleon-nucleon scattering 
data cannot be calculated and it is difficult to improve the theory without further 
readjustments. In addition, because of the large couplings, it is not clear in-prin
ciple, whether such improvements converge finally to the exact solution [8]. Still, 
as compared to DDHF theory, these relativistic models seem to have important ad
vantages: (i) they start on a more fundamental level, treating the rnesonic degrees 
explicitly and allowing a natural extension for heavy-ion reactions with higher ener
gies, (ii) they incorporate from the beginning important relativistic effects, such as 
the spin degrees of freedom and the existence of anti-particle solutions, (iii) finally 
they are in many respects easier to handle than DDHF calculations. 

In section 2 we give a short pedagogical overview of the basic ingredients of 
relativistic mean field theories. In the following sections we discuss two recent 
applications, first static calculations of the ground state properties of a chain of 
Zr-isotopes in the very neutron-rich region (section 3) and second we solve the time-
dependent relativistic mean field equations for the problem of a nuclear slab having 
experienced a Coulomb shock (section 4). A short conclusion is given in section 5. 

2 Relativistic Mean Field Theory 
Relativistic mean field theory starts from the following Lagrangian 

£ = £# + £ , + £ . + Am- (1)" 
It contains free nucleons with the mass m having the Lagrangian density 

£* = E*iW-m)A (2) 
i=I 

where we havn used the abbreviation ф = i^af1. 
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The (7-mesons are described by Lagrangian 

С, = 1-д„*д»* - Щсг). (З) 

In the simplest case they do not interact and their potential energy U(a) is given 
by their mass т „ , 

I'M = | « X - (4) 
In order to be able to obtain a realistic quantitative description of nuclear matter 
and in particular of finite nuclei, however, it has turned out to be very important to 
take into account also nonlinear coupling terms describing a self-interaction between 
these mesons [11]: 

DM-im^ + f^ + fo< (5) 
with two additional parameters </2 and $73. 

The ы-mesons (and in a similar way the p-mesons and the photons) are vector 
mesons with a four-component field ши and thus described by a Held tensor 

П"" = 3"ы" - 6"V (6) 

and the following Lagrangian density 

С = —а^ЛГ + im'av""- (?) 

Finally we have the interaction between the nucleons and the mesons. In the simplest 
way it is given by the ansatz of minimal coupling: 

л л 

.=1 ;=i 

with the coupling constants ga and gw. 
The Lagrangian density (1) defines in principle a fully fledged relativistic quan

tum field theory. It should he quantized and treated by the methods of quantum 
field theo: On this way one encounters the usual problems of divergent terms 
in many 01 :s of perturbation theory. In principle it can be shown[7] oy power-
counting in the divergent integ^s, that this theory is renormalizable. In practice, 
however, this fact is not very heipful, because in contrast to quantum electrody
namics the coupling constants are very large here and perturbation theory does not 
converge. In addition there is the problem that the parameters in the Lagrangian 
are not known, and even if we would adjust them to experimental data in a certain 
order of approximation, we would have to : readjust them in calculations taking into 
account higher orders. At present one has great difficulties with such concepts, as 
for instance with the loop-expansion, where there are strong indications that is does 
not converge[8]. 

In a way, the situation is similar as it has been in the beginning of the seven
ties, when there where no exact solutions of the non-relativistic nuclear many-body 
problem available, not even in the case of nuclear matter. At that time density 
dependent Hartree-Fock theory with its phenomenological ansatz for the energy 
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functional turned out to be extremely successful. In a similar spirit we solve now 
t he quant urn field t heory defined by the Lagrangian (1) in mean field approximation, 
i.e. on the classical level and adjust its parameters by comparing the results with 
experimental data. It will turn out that this is not only a very simple, but also a 
very fruitful concept. 

l-'roiu t lie Lagrangian density (1) we can derive the classical equations of motion. 
For the spinor fields r one obtains the Dirac equation 

{-$ + Яы4> + т + д„1г}*\ = О, (9) 

iiutl for the nteson fields one finds Klein-Gordon equations 

{D + ni„} a = -gap, - дг"г - дз°3 (10) 

Р + ш , К = gj", (11) 
with the scalar density 

/>.(*) = E^(')ft(x) (12) 
1 = 1 

and the current 

Л i) = £ * , ( i h ' 4 ' l . (13) 
i=l 

The four-rurrent j " = (/»t.,j) contains the normal three-current density j of the nu
cleoid and the normal density of nucleons />„. The index v indicates that it is the 
lime-like component of a Lorcnlz vector, which should not be confused with the 
scalar density (12). This difference plays a crucial role for the stability of nuclear 
matter [7]. 

3 Ground State Properties of Zr Isotopes 
Lei us now discuss several applications of this theory. We first turn to the description 
of ground stales of exotic nuclei such as the chain of Zr isotopes in the neutron-rich 
region. 

The nuclei far from the ^-stability line which are referred to as exotic nuclei 
have attracted considerable interest in recent years[l2]. Undoubtedly the study of 
these exotic nuclei is destined to be one of the frontier fields in nuclear structure 
physics. The recent experiments[13.14] with radioactive beams have opened up this 
new era in nuclear spectroscopy. From the analysis of the interaction cross sections 
in these .radioactive beam experiments it has been possible to determine the sizes of 
the neutron drip line nuclei, e.g., "Li , u B e and , 7 B . It is observed that these nuclei 
have very large root mean square (гам) radii. In the case of "Li the large radius 
has hern attributed to the weak binding of the di-neutron to the 9Li core. This 
weak binding leads to the formation of a halo[15] around the 9Li core that extends 
to several times the nucleai radius and consequently to a large matter radius for 
"Li . 

In the heavier ( above p-shell) nuclei both proton and neutron drip lines appear 
to he out of reach with the exception of A ~ 100 region. The spectroscopic studies in 
this Л =; 100 region have become possible by observing[16] prompt 77 coincidences 
in fisson fragments ( / ) following the heavy-ion fusion reactions M 2 T h ( l e O . / ) and 
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Table 1: Results of the relativistic mean field (RMF) calculations for Zr isotopes: 
binding energies per particle E/A (in MeV), root mean square radii (rms) for 

neutrons (protons) r„(r,,), charge (r c) radii (in fm), proton (neutron) <|uadrupoIe 
moments Q„[QP) (in barns) and hcxadecupole moments //„(//„) (in barn2). 

Л E/A r„ r„ rc Qn Qv Hn Hr 

S4 RMF -8.58 4.23 4.22 1.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Skill 4.20 4.22 0.00 0.00 
Expt. -8.55 2.09 

90 RMF -8.73 4.36 4.21 4.2» 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Skill -8.72 4.30 4.25 0.00 0.00 
Expt. -8.71 4.28 4.27 0.80 

94 RMF -8.64 4.47 4.23 4.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Skill -8.62 4.40 4.31 1.99 1.40 
Expt. -8.67 4.33 0.81 

96 RMF -8.59 4.53 4.24 4.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Skill -8.57 4.46 4.36 3.0 2.10 
Expt. -8.63 4.40 0.74 

98 RMF -8.53 4.60 4.27 4.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Skill -8.53 4.53 4.42 4.62 3.20 
Expt. -8.58 0.74 

100 RMF -8.48 4.75 4.44 4.63 6.48 4.15 0.26 0.15 
Skill -8.49 4.61 4.47 6.00 3.97 
Expt. -8.52 3.01 

110 RMF -8.10 5.02 4.54 4.85 8.06 4.31 0.22 0.12 

J 3 8 U(Li,/J. This region is interesting from the standpoint that these nuclei are 
expected to be strongly deformed. The question that we would like to address in 
the present study is: what are the deformation effects for the neutron skin thickness? 
( The neutron skin thickness is the distance between the locations of the surfaces of 
the neutron and proton density distributions ). Recently it has been shown[17] in 
the Thomas-Fermi approach that this neutron skin thickness grows quite rapidly in 
the vicinity of the neutron drip line. 

Theoretically A ~ 100 nuclei have been partially studied in the Nilsson-Stru-
tinsky (NS)[18,19, 20] and in the density dependent Hartree Fock (DDHF)[21, 22] 
formalism. It is apparent from the NS calculations that the results are very sensitive 
to the parameters (к, ju) for the spin orbit and the P term in the single particle 
potential[20]. 

We used the parameter set NL1[24] and the classical equations of motion derived 
from the Lagrangian Eq.(l) are solved by expansion of the Dirac spinors and the 
meson fields in a cylindrical oscillator basis with Np — 12 major shells. Details of 
this technique are described in Ref. [24]. Results for selected Zr-isotopes ranging 
from A = 84 to A = 110 are presented in Table 1. 

It is clear from the third column of Table 1 that the binding energies per particle 
{E/A) are reproduced to a few tenths of a. percent of the measured masses. The 
binding energy increases till A = 90 and then it drops as expected since w Z r is the 
closed shell nucleus. 
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Figure I: Neutron and proton root mean square radii for the Zr-isolopes from A=84 to 
111). 

The neutron (Q„) and proton (Qp) quadrupole moments in Table 1 vanish (spher
ical shape) until A - 9S. Hut between A = 98 and A = 100 we observe a sharp 
transition to deformed shapes with Q„ = 6.48 and Qp = 4.15 barns. Experimental 
data show a similar transition from rather small quadrupole moments below A = 98 
to a large value of Q = 3.01 bonis for A =•: 100, which is somewhat smaller than 
our value. We have to keep in mind, however, that mean field theory does not 
lake into account fluctuations, which play an important role in the vicinity of phase 
transit ions. Earlier DUHF <alculations[22] with the force Skyrme 111 show a sim
ilar transition somewhat earlier between A — 96 and /1 = 98. They also give the 
relatively large value of Q = 3.75 harns for A = 100. 

Beyond the shape transition the deformation is seen to saturate. If one. applies 
the relation Q = (5/16л') 1 ' ' 23/4я-ЛД г/3, the quadrupole moment of A = 100 cor
responds 13 ~ 0.45. This deformation (3 value is quite large and may be regarded 
as close to that of a superdeformed shape. Recent experiments of the Daresbury 
group[23] found that the nucleus u l 2 Z r is strongly prolate deformed with a deforma
tion parameter fl = 0.43, which is in excellent agreement with our results. More 
interestingly the asymmetry between the neutron and proton deformations is in our 
calculations observed to increase with neutron excess. The neutron quadrupole mo
ment at the neutron drip line (A = 110) is almost twice of the corresponding proton 
quadriipole moment. This is expected to give rise to a strong collective M1 mode. 

Analyzing t he details of this change in shape between A = 98 and A = H10 in our 
calculations we find a re-occupation of the levels in the vicinity of the Fermi level. 
The two additional neutrons are built into the deformation driving l n M / 2 shell with 
the major quantum number Л' = S. This causes a polarization of the core and a 
move of roughly two pairs of particles from the JV = 3 to the N - 4 shell both for 
protons and neutrons, i.e. a transition to a deformed shape 

The neutron and proton rms radii are plotted in Fig. 1. The proton mis radius 
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г., is roust ant till A = 98. It increases between .4 = 98 and A = 100 and stays 
almost stagnant beyond this point. The increase of r p around A = 98 is clearly 
due to the phase transition from spherical to strongly deformed shape where two 
protons are moved from the .V = U to the ЛГ = 4 shell, which has a larger radius. The 
neutron radius r„ shows a similar step at the transition point, but apart from that 
it increases steadily with the mass number because of the growing neutron excess. 
Il reflects the fact that more and more neutrons are built, into the shells with .V = 4 
and .V = о. At the shape transition one pair is moved from the N = 3 to the Л' = 1 
shell. This is a polarization effect, which we call the reinforcing effect of deformation 
and neutron excess. In the vicinity of the neutron drip line the difference in the two 
rim- radii is approximately 0.48 / m . This neutronization of the nuclear surface will 
be mure transparent in a plot of the proton and neutron density distributions. 

From the present study of the relativistic mean field calculations for the Zr-
isotopes it is possible to draw the following inferences: (i) a shape transition from 
spherical to strongly deformed is obtained around A = 100 and it is predicted that 
it may be possible to observe deformations close to those of superdeformed nuclei in 
the ground state. The possible candidates are , 0 0 Z r , , 0 2 Z r and ' " Z r , (ii) the neutron 
radii are seen to increase steadily with neutron excess and a very large neutron skin 
thickness is obtained close to the neutron drip line. The probable consequences of 
this large neutron skin thickness on the measurable quantities are presently being 
pursued. 

4 Relativistic Treatment of Nuclear Dynamics 
Modem heavy ion accelerators allow the electromagnetic excitation of nuclei with 
relativistic energies. If such a highly energetic charged projectile collides on a target 
with an impact parameter larger than the range of the strong interaction, the target 
feels an electromagnetic push of an extremely short duration. In a simplified picture 
all protons feel a sudden Coulomb push in one direction with a i-like t ime depen
dence. Depending on the velocity of the incident particle one expects the excitation 
of collective vibrations of the protons against the neutrons, i.e. of iso-vector charac
ter, the multiple excitation of such vibrations or at very high energies the complete 
separation of the protons from the neutrons. 

The investigation of such reactions has recently gained considerable theoretical 
and experimental interest and a review of the theoretical investigations of the reac
tion mechanisms for such processes has been given by Bertulani and Baur["25]. The 
struct lire of the target nucleus containing the protons moving against the neutrons is 
usually described in terms of multiple excitations of the giant dipole resonance. This 
resonance is well known since the early days of nuclear physics and its properties are 
studied in great detail. Multiple excitations are treated in harmonic approximation. 
Auharmonicities expected for large amplitudes have not been taken into account so 
far. 

As an example for a dynamical application of relativistic mean field theory we 
discuss here microscopic investigation of the motion of protons against neutrons, 
i.e. we solve the time-dependent Euler equations (2-4) for a one-dimensional model, 
a slab of nuclear mat ter in 2-dircction consisting of an equal number of protons and 
neutrons. 

We start from a static solution of the equations of motion. This static solution 
is I hen given at t ime ( = 0 an isovecturial boost (for details see Ref. [26]), such that 
all I he protons move with velocity /? to the right and all the neutrons move with 
the velocity —H to the left, such that the center of mass stays at the origin. By this 
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Figure 2: The dipole moment of the slab as function of time for initial velocity /3 = 0.03 
and /3 = 0.6. 

push time reversal symmetry is lost. In addition to the static densities p, and />„ we 
now have non-vanishing currents inducing spatial components for the vector field и 
and p 0 . Because of the initially symmetric distribution of protons and neutrons, we 
have at small times only an isovector current, but at later times we observe also 
isoscalar currents. Because of the isospin symmetry, however, there are no pionic 
currents for all times. In this investigations we also neglect retardation effects of the 
meson fields, i.e. at each time step the meson fields are calculated as in the static 
case neglecting the second derivatives df with respect to time in the equations of 
motions for the meson fields. 

Fig. lb represents the time-dependent dipole moment d(t) for initial velocities 
/3 = ±0.03 and ±0.6 of neutrons and protons. In the first case the velocity is 
not large enough to dissociate the proton from the neutron density. We observe 
a damped oscillation, which corresponds to the giant dipole resonance in realistic 
nuclei. In the second case we observe a strait dissociation, the dipole moment grows 
more or less with constant velocity. 

Summarizing these investigations we see clearly that dynamics of the nuclear 
slab depends crucially on the initial velocity. For small velocities we have the typical 
oscillating behavior as we know it from Coulomb excitation with smaller energies. 
In the initial velocity range of /3 ~ 0.3, this oscillation becomes very anharmonic. 
Part of the nuclear density is pushed out of the nucleus. For still higher initial 
velocities we find a clear-cut separation of the proton from the neutron density. 
What is left are two slabs consisting of pure proton and neutron .natter. This shows 
us that this model is clearly able to describe the transition from an oscillatory motion 
to full Coulomb dissociation. More realistic investigations for three-dimensional 
nuclei are therefore under investigation. 
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5 Conclusions 
We have seen that relativistic mean field theory provides a very simple mean to 
cany out systematic investigations of the ground state properties of finite nuclei. It 
allows a description of many facts in a new and more microscopic framework taking 
into account mcsonic degrees of freedom explicitly. The theory has definitely phe-
nomcnological character. But the number of necessary parameters is astonishingly 
small. 

We also showed that relativistic mean field theory can be used without great 
difficult ies for the description of dynamic processes, like giant resonances with small 
amplitudes up to really anharmonic processes like Coulomb dissociation. So far 
static calculations for all kinds of shapes are more or less standard. In the dynamic 
case only few applications have been published so far and many more investigations 
are necessary. 
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